


M A N U A L  F O R  U S E



USEFUL TO 
KNOW

Stress resistant, suitable for in door and outdoor use. Not suitable for premises of per-
manent humidity (>75%). Preferebly cover from intense sunlight and pouring water. 
Do not place against a warm radiator or put it on a cold floor.
The elements are treated with oil and special finish so no other treatment is necessary 
until the surface starts to wear. When the surface of SPYNDI starts to wear naturaly, be-
comes dry or is accidentally scrached treat it with wood treatment oil (follow care instruc-
tions below). 



HOW DOES 
IT WORK?
Remove the elements out of the box. The wooden outer box is recom-
mended to keep for domestic use.
Construct any piece of furniture whatever you can think of or create 
any shape you wish from our advice assembly instruction.
After the wanted shape of SPYNDI is built lock the ends of elements 
to fix the stability.



CARE  
INSTRUCTIONS
SPYNDI is treated at the factory with several levels of wood oil and special finish, there-
fore no other treatment is necessary until the surface starts to wear. Wipe clean with a 
soft cloth dampened in water and a mild washing-up detergent or soap, if necessary. 
Never use chemicals to clean the surface. Wipe dry with a clean cloth. 
When the surface has started to wear naturaly, becomes dry, scratches and light blem-
ishes appear - it’s time to treat it with wood treatment oil. Start by cleaning the surface 
and preparing it by sanding it lightly using fine sandpaper or sanding sponge. Wipe away 
any sanding dust with a dry cloth. Use a cloth or sponge to apply wood treatment oil in 
a thin, even coat. Leave to penetrate the surface for approximately 15 minutes. Wipe off 
any unabsorbed oil with a dry soft cloth. After the first treatment, sand the surface light-
ly with fine sandpaper. Let the surface dry and repeat the treatment after a few days. 
 
SAFETY GUIDE
The company ADOLESA assumes no responsibility for the assembly and use of SPYNDI 
in any other shape than presented in the manual or in case a piece of furniture is assem-
bled in unproper way.
Warning: do not forget to lock the endings of SPYNDI after assembling the desired 
shape to fix the stability.

! Warning: wash out any used cloth impregnated with oil immediately after use and store 
in an airtight container to prevent the risk of self-ignition.



WARRANTY Warranty term two year from the date of purchase. The warranty covers manufacturing 
defects on the product itself. This warranty does not apply:
• to products that have been stored, assembled or installed incorrectly;
•  in case of failure or damage caused by unjustifiable repair or modification;
• when used inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, or cleaned using the   
 wrong  cleaning methods or cleaning products; 
• this warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, cuts or scratches, or damage  
 caused by impacts or accidents; 
• if the product has been placed in a humid environment; 
• in case of failure or damage caused by fire or water, or natural disaster such as   
 for example an earthquake;
• in case the retail store and the purchase date are not indicated on the warranty,  
 or if this information has been rewritten.



KEY FEATURES
Measurements of elements.
The set of 75 elements (60 long / 15 short) made of moisture resistant 
birch plywood with copper endings.
Long element size: length 57 cm, weight 0,9 kg.
Short element size: length 19 cm, weight 0,35 kg.
 

Measurements of package.
Article Number: SRO716/EBK S03
Packages: 2
Length: 66 cm 
Width: 61,5 cm
Height: 22 cm
Weight: 37 kg (6,5 kg empty box).



ASSEMBLE OPTIONS

Straight line 
A+B+A+B

Curved line 
A+A+A+A

Combined line 
A+B+A+A
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EXPANDED SIDE  
VIEW 

1 - FORM 
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We are happy to answer any questions you may have regarding our 
products and corporate information.

+370 699 54800
+370 659 01013
info@spyndi.com
spyndi-skype
www.spyndi.com
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